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IMMINENT SONIC DESTRUCTION: 'Monster' Video Released - Dec. 10,
2012
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"Monster", the new videom from IMMINENT SONIC DESTRUCTION, can
be seen below. The song comes off the band's debut album, "Recurring
Themes", which was released earlier this year via the band's web site,
iTunes, Amazon, CD Baby, Lasers Edge, Dearborn Music and now
through Nightmare Records. The nine-song CD was produced by Roy Z
(HALFORD, BRUCE DICKINSON) and showcases the group's vocal
harmonies soaring over original progressive-metal riffing, melodic
compositions and the rhythms of ex-TILES drummer Pat DeLeon.
IMMINENT SONIC DESTRUCTION is the brainchild of Detroit-based
guitarist, vocalist and metal innovator Tony Piccoli. Influenced by the raw
power of bands such as STRAPPING YOUNG LAD, MESHUGGAH and
PANTERA, as well as the disciplined complexities of progressive groups like
DREAM THEATER and GENESIS, Piccoli set out to change the face of
metal. His blend of crushing guitars, ethereal overtones, a combination of
vocal styles and wonderful melody are wrapped in subtly complex time
signatures, skull-crushing guitar riffs, and melodic hooks so memorable that
you will need surgery to get these songs out of your head.
IMMINENT SONIC DESTRUCTION is:
Tony Piccoli - Lead Vocals, Guitars
Pat DeLeon - Drums, Percussion
Scott Thompson - Guitars, Vocals
Pete Hopersberger - Keyboards, Vocals
Bryan Paxton - Bass, Vocals
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To report any abusive, obscene, defamatory, racist, homophobic or
threatening comments, or anything that may violate any applicable laws,
please send an e-mail to bmouth@bellatlantic.net with pertinent details.
Anyone posting such material will be immediately and permanently banned. IP
addresses are recorded to aid us in enforcing these conditions.
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So THAT'S a videom. Always wondered.
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